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Please note: 
 
Dear athlete,  
 
We are happy that you want to announce a national record and we would like to 
wish you good luck for the preparation.  
 
For the approval of national records which are accomplished apart from 
international competitions your AIDA national is responsible. To approve your 
record we need information about the dive and they need to be verified by at 
least one AIDA judge. We therefore recommend to read this form carefully prior 
the attempt to be aware about the information the judges need to record. 
Furthermore we recommend to send this document to your judges and to the 
doctor in advanced.  
 
Please notice, for a successful approval we need: 
 
- A successful registration of the record attempt at least two weeks in advanced.  
 
- A completely filled out record report, signed by the judges, the doctor and the 
athlete.  
 
- For depth disciplines: A picture of the logged dive from the official gauge.  
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 



Record Report of a National Record Attempt 

 

(to be filled out by the athlete) 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Name: 

Date of birth:  

Nationality:    

Address:  

Discipline:     

Date of the attempt:         

Location of the attempt:  

Organizer:    

Contact details of the organizer:  

 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

AIDA Judge representatives: 

AIDA Judge:    Level:    Nationality:  

AIDA Judge:     Level:    Nationality:  

 

I hereby confirm that I am not related to the AIDA judges and the AIDA Judges are not affiliated with 
my sponsors. Furthermore they are not part of my coaching during my training as well as part of the 
organizer team. 

 

_____________________________________    _____________________________________ 

Location, Date       Signature, Athlete 

 

 

 

 



(To be filled out by the judges) 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Official Top (OT):    _______________ 

Realized Performance (RP):  _______________ 
 

Hereby I ensure following:  

- The athlete entered the location of the competition at least 60 minutes before the official top time and 
did not warm-up in the official warm-up zone prior the allowed 45min before official top. It was ensured 
that the athlete did not breath any kind of oxygen before the dive.  

- The official line of the organizer was measured under tension and the marks were verified according 
to paragraph 3.1.1 / 3.1.2 AIDA International Competition Rules Technical Documentation*. 

- A surface camera recorded the athlete at least two minutes before official top and one minute after 
surfacing. 

- The protocol was done according to the AIDA International Competition Rules. 

 

For depth disciplines:  

- The official gauge was verified by the AIDA judges. (Please attach a picture of the dive log of the 
official gauge).* 

- The official tags were attached on the bottom plate at a depth of  ______m. 

 

I hereby ensure that I am not related to the athlete and not affiliated with the sponsors, the organizers or the 
coach of the athlete. Furthermore I am a member of a AIDA national.  

 

__________________________ _____________________   _______________________ 

Location, Date     Signature Judge    AIDA National 

 

__________________________ _____________________   _______________________ 

Location, Date     Signature Judge    AIDA National 

 

* Please notice for depth disciplines in fresh water: The official gauge needs to be turned into fresh 
water mode. If you are using a Suunto (e.g. D4i) for the official gauge, please be aware that the dive 
computer has no fresh water mode and will just show you 97% of the real depth. Therefore a depth to 
50m will show you 48.5m in the lake, for example.  

 



(To be filled out by the doctor) 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Name: 

Address:  

Qualification: 

 

Please Note: The medical responsible needs to be a physician or emergency medical personal, specialized in 
resuscitation. We recommend the physician to have a conversation with the athlete prior the attempt about his 
medical condition. Particularly, we recommend to check for pulmonary edema (lung barotrauma), e.g. by checking 
the oxygen saturation. 

 

I hereby ensure that I was present during the attempt and that the diver was in a good medical condition prior the 
dive.   

 

_____________________________________    _____________________________________ 

Location, Date       Signature Physician 

 

 

 

 


